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MARCH 29, 2014 – ORLANDO, FL – Let me begin by expressing my sincere thanks to 
the nominating committee and to those members of the board of directors I’ve had the 
great privilege of serving with these past several years.  

Thanks also to all of you here present. I’m very honored to be elected by my respected 
friends and colleagues in every sector of the private label industry and entrusted with 
the responsibilities of serving as Chairman of PLMA. 

Speaking from a personal perspective, I believe that my coming from the non-foods 
side of the business with Trinity Plastics and now assuming the role of Chairman 
makes a positive statement.  

Not only does it recognize the historic significance of non-foods to the founding, 
growth and success of the association looking back over the past 35 years. It also 
validates the vital importance going forward of encouraging continuing participation 
and representation within the leadership of PLMA for the widest possible diversity of 
categories that matter to our retail customers. 

As they continue across all the major channels to expand and diversify their store 
brands programs, so we aim to continue and extend PLMA’s strategic significance to 
our customers well into the future. 

Moving now to our purpose in gathering here in Orlando this week,… 

On the face of it, the fact of our being here and making a commitment to attend this 
Leadership Conference is an indication that we have a desire, as individuals, to expand 
our knowledge and understanding of the marketplace. The conference theme of Meet 
the Retailers implies as much. 

Possibly, we’re also here to identify new avenues for expanding our capabilities and 
proficiencies as companies. 

For those of us who actually made a point of reading the literature on the program for 
today and tomorrow, there could even be an expectation that we are going to open up 
new opportunities to present ourselves as leaders among our peers, our teams and our 
customers by “finding the next big thing.” 

And, ideally, by finding it before somebody else finds it first. 

http://www.plma.com/
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It may be elementary, and a somewhat obvious thing to say, but in my view it’s 
important to realize that leadership comes with the responsibility to lead. 

There are a number of categories – many of them represented in this room – where 
store brand is already the number one brand when you measure market share against 
the top selling national brand. And there are more categories recently – on both the 
food and non-foods side – where private label market share has seen significant gain. 

As every salesman will tell you, that track record creates an expectation. Every 
outstanding quarter and every record gain raises the bar and poses a new challenge… 
even more so when the brands are not just sitting still.  

So the question I’d like to pose to you now is: How do you or how do we as an 
industry continue to make gains knowing that we continue to be squeezed between 
retailers pressure to force cost out of the system and the brands fighting back?  

The answer, in my view, is new products. That is where the growth of private label has 
shifted. 

Unfortunately, for most of our industry, there are no new products unless they’ve been 
first legitimized by the leading national brands introducing them. That’s the definition 
of what a leading brand does. And for most of our history as a result, the concept of 
new products has been limited to developing the best and the quickest capability to 
follow. 

But “quick to follow” many no longer be enough to keep an edge on store brands’ 
growth. We need to make a transition to initiating innovation in our brands as opposed 
to following, as we have done so successfully for many, many years. 

Of course the business model, requirements, skills and mind-set for being an innovator 
versus being a quick follower are quite different. But there are compelling benefits and 
gains for those companies capable of making the transition. 

By examining category after category over a period of several years, you may notice a 
trend – and recently it appears to be accelerating – that store brands’ biggest successes 
are largely found in areas where the major brands are finding it difficult to innovate.  
And that is where I believe our future growth potential lies as well.  

The pressure I talked about to squeeze out cost is always the greatest when you are 
competing in the established categories, categories that are mature and that have 
essentially become commodities. 

But at chain after chain you find the expansion of private label is now drilling down to 
very specific and narrow categories with new products that address the experience of 
specific consumers rather than the mass market. 
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You discover the new product opportunities that address their health status for 
example – whether it’s reduced sugars to fight diabetes or lower salt content; gluten-
free or products for lactose intolerance. 

Even on the non-foods side you can find the growing number of new products 
targeting concerns about specific allergens or ingredients that may be perceived as 
harmful, too harsh, or not green enough. 

This is a path that many of the most successful retailers are on: Enhancing the 
experiences of consumers, based on the proliferation of store brands that are targeted 
to such individualized needs. 

The next time you catch yourself lamenting that retailers are only interested in lower 
cost and not interested in talking to you about innovation, take a moment to consider: 
If your customers are not engaging you in the kinds of new product developments that 
are so clearly part of their store brand agenda, perhaps they are looking to engage a 
different kind of supplier. Why aren’t you that supplier? 

Granted: innovating new products is an enormous challenge to take on. Even for 
national brand leaders. When introducing a new and exciting product in the category 
they dominate, they may have to risk calling attention to the shortcomings of their 
flagship or cannibalize sales. 

That’s not the same a risk that we face supplying of the retailer’s private label in the 
same category. 

If we want to be that supplier of new products… the one that our customers engage on 
the topic of real innovation, it may well be that our biggest challenge we have to 
overcome is one of breaking out of the mold of own past success and our reputation as 
quick followers. 

It’s no longer enough for us to be the leading store brands suppliers. Nor is finding the 
next big thing, if we’re not prepared to act on it. 

I’d like to challenge your thinking – not only over the course of the next two days. As 
you fight for incremental growth or a way to eke out a bit more on the margins, remind 
yourself that that’s just the end game of being “quick to follow.” 

Real innovation only rarely takes place at the top, but almost always around the edges. 
If we are going to continue to thrive in a marketplace that values new products, we 
must be “quick to lead.” 

Thank you. 
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